
 

MISSION: 

FISW provides an excellent bilingual education in a welcoming environment that encourages critical thinking and curiosity 

 

HEAD OF SCHOOL SEARCH COMMITTEE: 

Rob Harrahill, Board Member, Search Committee Chair   
Rob brings nearly 20 years non-profit management & governance experience to the FISW Board. As a 
founding partner with Altruist Partners, a non-profit consulting firm, he works with organizations to 
apply best-practice strategies and business modeling to achieve growth and financial sustainability. He 
has worked with numerous French Schools as well as schools who serve students with dyslexia.    

   
Theresa Mosier, Board Chair   

Theresa Mosier grew up in Bremerton, WA and attended college at MIT in Cambridge, MA. After 
receiving her B.S. and M.Eng degrees in Computer Science and Engineering, she returned to Washington 
and worked for 10 years at Microsoft as a software developer.     
   
Theresa, and her husband Scott, have two children at FISW, with their oldest attending since 2012. They 
have a 4th grader and a FISW graduate, who is currently in the 7th grade FISW Middle School program.  
Theresa has been involved in many ways at FISW from room parent, board member, strategic plan 
committee and the previous head search committee.      
     

Mpitulo Kala-Lufulwabo, Vice Chair     
Mpitulo Kala-Lufulwabo, a native of the Democratic Republic of Congo, is a parent, board member, and 
member of the executive, finance, diversity, strategic planning, and Head search committees at FISW. 
Mpitulo, and his wife Richelle, joined the FISW community in 2017 and have two children at FISW.  
 

Mpitulo holds B.S.E and M.S.E degrees in Electrical Engineering, as well as an MBA in finance and 
management from Columbia Business School. He has spent the bulk of his career in engineering and 
strategy roles, including business development at Microsoft and currently in mergers and acquisitions at 
Danaher.   
    

Gwenael Bellec, Parent   
Gwenael was born and raised in France and has 18+ years of experience in Sales and Marketing roles for 
High Tech companies in Retail, Cloud and Advertising industries. He specialized in the last 7 years on 
small and medium businesses digitalization at Microsoft and brought that knowledge to support FISW 
thru various volunteering's activities (marketing committee, strategic plan and served as Gala co-chair in 
2020). Recently Gwenael also served 2 years as Board member of Humble Design Seattle - a nonprofit 
organization helping families to transition from Homelessness.    
 
Proud parents of 2 girls (Mia in 4th grade at FISW and Moon in 7th grade in the FISW Middle school 
program), they are part of the FISW community since 2017 when they moved from Paris to the Seattle 
area.    
   

Nicole Francois, Parent   
Nicole Francois is a communications expert who works with health care organizations. To FISW, she 
brings a spirit of collaboration, and a focus on healthy, dynamic conversations for our search process. 
Nicole earned a post graduate degree in Leadership from the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth 
College, and an undergraduate degree in Communications / Journalism from Seattle University. A proud 
FISW mom to Third Grader Remy, age 9, Nicole is a supporter of bilingual and multicultural education.    

https://www.fisw.org/_files/ugd/0fe10a_35ee2115edc14870822a66725005f087.pdf

